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6

Abstract7

To explore the influence of the diagnosis and treatment mode based on thepsychological8

concept for the mental state of elderly patients in emergency ward.Method: From January to9

March 2019,105 elderly patients in ward were selected as control group and given routine10

treatment mode;98 elderly patients as observation group, and the concept of psychosomatic11

medicine the was integrated intodiagnosis and treatment.The scores of SRQ, SAS, SDS and12

TCSQ at admission and discharge were compared between the two groups.The questionnaire13

survey of patients or family members at discharge were compared.Results: Compared with the14

control group, at discharge the score of SRQ,SAS,SDS in the observation group were15

lower(P<0.05); the score of positive coping of TCSQwas higher than that in control group16

(P<0.01), and the score of negative coping was lower than that in control group (P<0.01).17

The family questionnaire at discharge showed attitudes, technical level, medication and18

satisfaction of the whole department in the observation group were higher than those in the19

control group. P<0.05).20

21

Index terms— psychosomatic medicine; emergency ward; elderly patients; mental state.22

1 Introduction23

sychosomatic medicine is an interdisciplinary subject that studies processes of physical, psychological and social24
interaction and their relevance to health and disease ??1]. It makes up for the deficiency of biomedical model, helps25
to improve the treatment result and quality of life of patients, and provides more possibilities for the diagnosis26
and treatment of difficult medical problems. [2] As many countries are stepping into old age society, it is gradually27
recognized that elderly patients, like pediatric patients, have unique characteristics of diagnosis and treatment.28
The physical and mental of them are more fragile and sensitive than other patients, and they are more prone29
to fear, loneliness and helplessness. This psychological change may have an impact on the results of treatment30
and prognosis [3][4]. In recent years, the number of elderly patients admitted to emergency wards is increasing.31
they had higher negative psychological response. Many of them had anxiety, depression, Anxiety. Depression32
was one of the important factors affecting the prognosis of patients. How to apply psychosomatic medicine to33
emergency elderly patients was important social significance. Based on the routine diagnosis and treatment, this34
study combined coping skills, stress management and health education with the idea of psychosomatic medicine.35
And it’s designed to relieve the emotional [5], And 98 elderly patients in emergency ward from April to June36
2019 were prospectively observed and satisfactory results were obtained.37
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10 A) COMPARISON OF BASELINE DATA BETWEEN THE
OBSERVATION GROUP AND THE CONTROL GROUPGROUPS (TABLE 1)

2 I.38

3 Materials and Methods39

4 P a) Clinical data40

From January to March 2019,105 elderly patients were selected as control groupFrom April to June 2019,9841
elderly patients were selected as the observation group. Inclusion criteria : (1) age >65 years; (2) Be conscious,42
Cognitive judgment and literacy skills, good communication; (3) . Length of stay >3 d; (4) Exclusion of patients43
with malignant tumors, infectious diseases and major organ failure, All patients and their families signed informed44
consent.45

5 Exclusion criteria:46

(1) had a history of mental illness, severe mental illness; (2) Termination or transfer of treatment;47
(3) Systematic psychological intervention; (4) Patients who refused to participate in the study. Comparison of48

general clinical data between the two groups was not statistically significant (P>0.05) (see ii. Observation group:49
On the basis of routine diagnosis and treatment, the new mode is adopted with the concept of psychosomatic50
medicine. The contents are as follows :51

(1) Two comprehensive for doctor in charge: ? They should fully understand the patient from head to toe to52
find problems and solve them,consult a specialistin timeif necessary; ? They should have a comprehensive53
understanding from the nine aspects of ”Clothing, food, shelter, transportation, sleep, psychology, family,54
environment and society” to collect patient information.The doctor in charge should understand the medical55
reimbursement systemto help the patients, and check the rational use of medicines, reduce the economic burdenof56
the family, and eliminate the worries of the family members.57

(2) Cross-location of patients: The patients whom the same doctorin charge of are arranged in different58
rooms. When she/he visit her/his patients, Patients whom other doctorsare responsible for can also be visited59
and comforted, This way can increasethe frequency of contact and communication between doctors and patients60
and their families,and it will also increase the overall the ward care atmosphere for patients.61

(3) Fixed frequency of communication: Rounds 5 times a day, Fixed time: come to work morning, noon off,62
come to workafternoon, afternoon off,night at 21:00 (chief resident or night shift doctor). Oral conversation,63
Concerned about the feelings of their families ,To enhance the trust and dependence of patients and their64
families on medical staff. [6] (4) Mutual communication among patients: Encourage mutual understanding65
and communication among patients, to form a atmosphere of understanding, help and support. (5) Psychological66
support: The elderly patients in the ward are sensitive and fragile, and the emotional anxiety affects the disease.67
Doctors are required to often encourage patients and family members to increase their confidence in treatment,68
help them to regulate the emotional, cultivate positive psychological to block the bad psychological factors [7].69

6 c) Clinical Data Collection70

(1) Psychological stress response: the psychological stress response questionnaire (SRQ) [8] was used to71
investigate,and after entering the stable condition (at admission) and leaving the ward (at discharge). The72
questionnaire included 3 dimensions, 28 entries, The three dimensions were somatic, emotional and behavioral73
responses, A negative score of 1~5 for each entry. The higher the score, the more severe the response is. The74
internal consistency coefficient of the questionnaire is 0.910. (2) Mental state: The anxiety and depression were75
investigated by self-rating anxiety scale (SAS) and selfrating depression scale (SDS) at admission and discharge.76
SAS?SDS the scale contains 20 entries each, Grade 4 for each entry, SAS score ?50 for anxiety, SDS score ?5377
with depression [9]. (3) The hospital satisfaction was investigated by patients and their family at discharge.The78
questionnairescale is same one for all the hospital.79

7 d) Statistical Analysis80

SPSS 23.0 software was used for statistical analysis. The measurement data consistent with normal distribution81
were represented by s x ± , and the comparison between groups was performed by independent sample T test.82
The count data were expressed by percentage, and the comparison between groups was performed by ? 2 test.83
Bilateral test was used, and P<0.05 indicated statistically significant differences.84

8 II.85

9 Results86

10 a) Comparison of baseline data between the observation87

group and the control groupgroups (Table 1)88

There was no significant difference between the Observation and the Control group (P>0.05) in general medical89
care. The attending physicians conduct a round of rounds once a day to conduct a comprehensive tour of the90
patients under management, discuss the handling of critical and difficult cases and newly admitted patients, decide91
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to consult, discharge or transfer, collect the patient’s opinions, improve the work, and close the doctorpatient92
relationship. Residents should check twice a day and in the afternoon. Critical and unstable patients should be93
observed and treated at any time. Residents should also timely check the test results and special reports, analyze94
the condition, and report to the superior doctors in time.95

The chief resident or night shift doctor shall patrol at night before the night shift. Monitor vital signs and96
explain the concerns of patients and their families, such as the necessity and safety of medical operation and97
treatment, guidance of medication, observation of adverse reactions, etc; give oral comfort to patients with bad98
mood to stabilize their emotions.99

patients and their families, recordedin writing at any time the opinions and demands of patients and100
information such asgender, age, Marital status, Level of education, Medical Payment Method.101

11 b) Comparison of SRQ scores in groups102

There was no difference between groups at admission in the scores of emotional response, somatic response and103
behavioral response. and which were lower in the observation group at discharge than those in the control group104
(P<0.05)(Table 2).105

12 c) Comparison of SAS?SDS scores in groups.106

There was no difference between groups at admission in the SAS?SDS score, which of the observation group was107
lower than that of the control group at discharge (P<0.05)(Table 3);108

13 d) Comparison of TCSQ scores in groups109

There was no difference between groups at admission in the scores of positive and negative responses coping in110
the TCSQ and the scores of positive responses were higher in the observation group than those in the control111
group at discharge ,the scores of negative responses is opposite, there was difference between groups (P<0.01) (112
Table 4)113

e) The questionnaire survey at discharge showed that 97 valid of 98 were distributed in the observation group.114
The control group received 104 valid questionnaires (total 105). The satisfaction of the observation group with115
the attitude, technical level, medication and the whole department were higher than that of the control group116
(P<0.05) (see Table 5).117

III.118

14 Discussion119

The proportion of elderly people in the world is increasing day by day, whose physiological tissue structure and120
functional structure began to appear degenerative changes, and the function of respiration, circulation, digestion,121
endocrine and other systems was declined with the growth of age in elderly people, resulting in the phenomenon of122
weak and sick. Due to the weakness of the body, the decline of brain function, and the change of social status of the123
elderly, selfregulation imbalance, various negative emotions such as loneliness, depression, emptiness, nostalgia,124
anxiety and so on gradually become the dominant emotions in old age [3][4]. The incidence of depression and125
autism in the elderly has increased year by year, and studies have reported that among the elderly patients with126
physical health problems, accompanying mental problems has become an important factor that affeced diagnosis,127
treatment and prognosis [10] .More than 30% of elderly patients with somatic diseases develop mental disorders128
associated with it. Among the elderly in Chongqing China, the detection rate of depression and anxiety was129
57.2% and 40.8%;, the proportion of subjective well-being was 43.8%?which was at a lower level; loneliness was130
at a higher level, the proportion was 17.9% [11]. We can also see this situation in this study. As a special group,131
their psychological problems should be paid more and more attention. How to provide better living conditions132
for the elderly to make their later life happy has attracted increasing attention.133

Also, the number of elderly patients admitted to emergency wards is increasing, often with pessimistic,134
disappointed, anxious, fear and other emotional, this bad experience can easily affect the compliance of treatment135
and treatment effect. In the control group of this study, in the previous routine diagnosis and treatment mode, we136
paid attention to the observation of the patient’s condition, and paid less attention to the psychological aspect.137
Although some personnel had carried out psychological care to elderly patients, but because of the single method,138
it cannot solve the problems encountered by patients, and it is easy to appear different degrees of stress (see139
table 2, table3, Table4).140

The model of diagnosis and treatment, which is integrated with the concept of psychosomatic medicine, has141
been widely used in clinic in recent years. It has been reported that the this mode which integrates the concept of142
psychosomatic medicine can effectively alleviate the negative emotion of patients [12] ??13]. Psychological stress143
refers to the process of adaptation that people show through the whole psychological and physiological response144
after understanding and evaluating harmful, threatening and challenging to the outside world. Research reports,145
the patients in the emergency ward had a better physical response than the inpatients, and the ability to adopt146
coping behavior strategies is weak ??14]. In this study, the elderly admitted in the emergency ward as the research147
object, They were paid more attention from head to toe,and to find problems and solve them,consult a specialistin148
timeif necessary,and to collect patient informationfrom the nine aspects of ”Clothing, food, shelter, transportation,149
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sleep, psychology, family, environment and society”. In this way, their anxiety were relieved and worries solved150
from various aspects. In the other hand, a series of measures based on the concept of psychosomatic medicine:151
cross placement of patients, fixed frequency of communication, encouraging communication between patients,152
as well as the individualized psychological program, had been taken, and good results had been achieved,which153
reduced the psychological stress response caused by illness and hospitalization.The scores of emotional response,154
somatic response and behavioral response of SRQ at dischargein the observation group were lower than those in155
the control group (P<0.05)(Table 2) and the SAS/SDS score was lower than that of the control groupat discharge156
(Table 3).157

It is very important to encourage communication, including the use of therapeutic communication and158
intervention among patients, medical staff and patients, patients and their families, so that elderly patients159
can accept the lonely time and regulate their bad emotions through their own behaviors ??15].The diagnosis and160
treatment mode of psychosomatic medicine needs to pay attention to the role of social support factors in patients’161
psychological problems. Residents should do a good job in ideological work of family members, encourage patients162
in ward to communicate with each other, and establish a harmonious and friendly atmosphere, which has positive163
significance for relieving patients’ negative emotions, and has a certain significance for their own disease treatment164
and prognosis ??16]. In this study, score of TCSQD showed a higher positive response in the observation group165
at discharge than in the control group, patients were more positive in the face of disease than the control group166
(P<0.05) (table4). In addition, Implementation of the responsibility system, Which inspired a doctor’s sense of167
responsibility, can better take patient needs as a starting point, provide better service for patients. It ensured168
the quality of the diagnosis and treatment mode integrated with the concept of psychosomatic medicine. Family169
members and patients discharged from hospital questionnaire survey showed that the observation group not only170
had a higher degree of satisfaction with doctor’s attitude and the whole department (P<0.05), but also had a171
higher degree of satisfaction with the doctor’s technical level than the control group (P<0.05) (table5). In fact,172
doctors were the same in two groups, result aboved showed that a good doctor-patient relationship could obtain173
the trust of patients’ families and get better treatment feelings.174

Many elderly patients have anxiety, depression mood, It is not only one of the important reasons affecting175
the prognosis of patients, but also one of the factors leading to doctor-patient contradictions. The application176
of psychosomatic medicine to emergency elderly patients makes up for the deficiency of biomedical model, has177
important social significance, or is conducive to improving the current tense doctor-patient relationship.178
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b) Methods
i. Control group: Using routine diagnosis and
treatment process, medical staff regular rounds.

[Note: Chief physician, deputy chief physician round 1-2 times a week, focus on the review of critical patients
diagnosis and treatment plan, guide the handling of difficult cases, decide on major surgery or special examination
and treatment, spot check the quality of ii.]

Figure 1: Table 1 )
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2

Group n Emotional response Admission Discharge Somatic response Admission Discharge Behavioral response Admission Discharge
Observation
Group (n=98)

21.53±9.12 16.24±6.12 19.43±7.78 14.32±5.14 10.56±4.78 6.21±3.25

Control group
(n=105)

21.28±8.75 18.66±6.83 1972±6.87 16.91±5.38 10.43±4.92 8.02±3.46

tValue 0.132 1.770 0.187 2.335 0.127 2.558
PValue 0.447 0.040 0.426 0.011 0.450 0.006

Figure 2: Table 2 :

3

13.
SAS Score SDS Score

Group n
Admission Discharge Admission Discharge

Observation Group 42.67±7.82 33.86±5.28 42.32±6.61 36.28±6.17
(n=98)
Control group 41.93±5?64 36.12±5.69 43.05±7.32 39.42±7.35
(n=105)
tValue 0.181 1.953 0.497 2.195
PValue 0.428 0.027 0.310 0.015

Figure 3: Table 3 :

4

Group n Positive response Negative responses
Admission Discharge Admission Discharge

Observation 29.24±7.82 37.76±58. 5 32.32±7.62 24.88±4.57
Group (n=98)
Control group 30.10±7..64 33.86±7.64 32.65±7.32 30.42±4.85
(n=105)
T Value 0.160 2.765 0.499 5.620
P Value 0.450 0.003 0.310 0.000

Figure 4: Table 4 :
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Year 2020
2
Volume
XX Issue
X Version
I

Satisfaction survey content Attitude towards the bed doctor Technical level of the tube bed doctor Medication to the bed 100 (97 ) Observation Group (n=97) Satisfaction General Not satisfied 100 (97 ) 0(0) 0(0) 98.96(96) 1.04(1) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) Control group
(n=104) Satisfaction
General Not satisfied
93.27(97) 3.85(4)
2.88(3) 91.35(95)
6.73(7) 1.92(2)
92.31(96) 5.77(6)
1.92(2)

Satisfaction comparison ? 2 Value P values 6.076 0.030 5.795 0.037 7.467 0.015

D D D D ) For the entire 98.96(96)1.04(1)0(0) 91.35(95) 5.77(6)
2.88(3)

5.789 0.041

( department
Medical
Research
Global
Journal of

Figure 5: Table 5 :
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